
Fly-Inn Beach
Case Study



Fly-Inn Beach is a beach club and entertainment venue in Cesme, Turkey that hosts 
a variety of events and activities, such as music festivals and sports events. They 

needed a creative agency to develop a range of design material to help promote the 
brand, whilst making the brand identity more coherent and consistent. 

Magnetic helped Fly-Inn Beach build brand awareness and attract new visitors by 
designing a new website and a series of visual communications. Magnetic’s work 
allowed Fly-Inn to develop a uniformed brand identity wherein all design elements 

were consistent, ensuring they maintained a professional image.



Fly-Inn Beach wanted to increase awareness of their brand and 
upcoming events. By promoting the brand and events to potential 

and existing customers, Fly-Inn Beach hoped to increase visitor 
numbers and hence generate higher profits. 

Having been selected as Turkey’s best beach club for several years, 
it was vital everything we created represented Fly-Inn’s high-end 
offering and enhanced their ‘top-notch’ beach experience. The 

design challenge was to find a fun and colourful way to present the 
creative material, whilst remaining professional and high-end. 

Design Challenge

Solution



Magnetic designed a website that embodied the brand’s key 
values: youthful, colourful and energetic. The use of drone 
footage for video backgrounds combined with large imagery 
helped to showcase the venue’s amazing beach-side location.  

A colour palette of blue, white and gold painted the scene 
of crystal blue waters and golden sands to give the site a 
fresh and summery feel. The website was easy to navigate 
and fully-responsive, making the user experience simple and 
straightforward, and was designed in two languages. 

Web Design





Initially Fly-Inn Beach had a number of individual menus for 
each of the several restaurants, cafés and bars inside the 
venue. Magnetic created a new menu that combined all the 
different products under one unified menu. 

The menu was enriched with Augmented Reality technology 
to reveal exciting content such as a recipe for the cocktail 
of the month, teaser videos of upcoming events and links to 
social media channels.

Menu Design



Magnetic created a variety of tools that would help people 
locate the venue and find their way around once they got 
there. These included outdoor direction signs, a venue map 
and new signage.

Venue Map, Signage 
and Wayfinding



Magnetic created a range of outdoor advertisements in 
line with the brand’s vibrant and vivid identity. These visuals 
adopted colours and imagery that established a fresh and 
summery feel, and used minimal design elements to achieve 
a clean and crisp finish. By adopting fresh colours we 
emphasised Cesme’s clear waters and blue skies.  
The outdoor ads also included a series of posters to 
announce the dates of upcoming gigs.  

Outdoor advertisement





Magnetic also produced a series of print designs to be used 
as magazine ads.

Magazine Advertisement



Magnetic designed a range of bespoke visuals to be used in 
social media posts and for banners and headers. We also 
created social media banners to announce the details of 
upcoming gigs and events.

Social Media



Magnetic designed a presentation to showcase the benefits 
of being a sponsor at Fly-Inn Beach.

Sponsorship Presentation 
Pitch Deck



Magnetic were responsible for developing a variety of visual 
communications to encourage a relaxing atmosphere at Fly-
Inn Beach. These included feel-good banners, posters and 
beach flags that helped generate a memorable experience 
at the venue. The photographic nature of these designs 
encouraged people to take photos of them and share on 
social media. Even many months after the summer period, 
these designs continue to be shared on social media, showing 
high levels of social media engagement and brand interaction.

Feelgood Designs





Magnetic’s team used their powerful design skills to 
help us update and refresh our brand. They developed 
a stunning website design which used our drone video 

footage to show off our beach-side location, and created 
a range of feel-good visuals, posters and magazine ads to 
support our brand. Magnetic also redesigned our menu 

and applied augmented reality so that people could access 
exclusive content. We are so pleased with the outcome! 

- Vedat Ali Dalokay, Managing Director, Co-owner
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